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THE OLIVE IN ARIZONA

By F. J. Crider

INTRODUCTION

Olive growing promises to become a very important industry in
Arizona. Vigorous comma cial orchards in the Salt River Valley and
lesser plantings in other localities bear witness that the olive is per-
fectly at home in this State. The size and quality of the fruit compare
most favorably with the finest olives of the Mediterranean region, its
native habitat.

The purpose of this publication is to emphasize the best practices
in successful olive culture, based on investigations made by the Ari-
zona Experiment Station during the past twenty-six years. In addition
to the material contributed by the Station plantings in the preparation
of this bulletin, valuable data have been obtained from commercial
orchards in the Salt River Valley owned by the following: Gregg
Olive Company; Munson Brothers; Walter Wilson; B. F Carper; T.
E. Bradshaw; H. Leppla; F. H Redewill; W S Perry, and E L
Graver.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OLIVE
The olive is an evergreen tree, attaining a height of thirty to thirty-

five feet when fully developed. Its symmetrical growth and beautiful
foliage make it very ornamental and worthy of a place in the home
grounds as well as in the commercial orchard. The better varieties
blossom rather late in the season compared with most deciduous fruits,
which is an advantage in minimizing danger from frost Only one
of the seventeen varieties at Tucson was in bloom during the cold
spell of April 5, 1921, which caused great damage to fruit throughout
the country. The blooming season at Yuma begins about March 25
to 30, and in the Casa Grande and Salt River valleys about one week
later. Most olive varieties have the habit of bearing a heavy crop
one year and very little the next, but this can be largely overcome by
good culture, proper attention to plant food requirements, and regular
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COLD

Well established olive trees withstand comparatively low tempera-
tures. Bearing trees at Tucson survived a temperature of 6 degrees
J\ in 1913; but the outer foliage, buds, and young twigs were injured
and bore no fruit the next year. At the same time young trees were
frozen to the ground. It is inadvisable to attempt commercial plant-
ings where the temperature falls below 15 degrees F. The fruit is
injured with temperatures of 24 to 26 degrees F., but the crop is
usually harvested before temperatures as low as these begin. Light
frosts during blossoming do not injure the crop, but heavy frosts are
disastrous. Temperature is perhaps the most important factor in
Arizona in successful olive culture.

HUMIDITY

Arizona is especially suited to olive growing on account of its dry
climate. The olive has never been able to accustom itself to high
atmospheric humidity. In humid climates it is often seriously affected
by insects and diseases, and the fruit is late in maturing. Rain at the
time of blossoming or ripening of the fruit is a disadvantage, but
rains seldom occur during these periods in Arizona.

TOPOGRAPHY

Olives succeed at various elevations in the State below 2500 feet.
However, the suitability of localities between 2000 and 2500 feet
elevation is largely dependent upon local topography. Often a high
mesa may be comparatively free from severe freezes, while nearby
valleys, on account of poor air drainage, are too cold for olives. The
writer has observed a locality having an elevation of 2400 feet where
olives are never injured by cold; whereas a short distance away in a
narrow river valley all attempts to establish orchards have met with
failure, because the trees were frosted. On high mesas and foothill
slopes the trees bear earlier than in rich valleys; although in the latter
they grow more rapidly and attain larger size.

SOIL

The olive is a comparatively shallow-rooted tree, and draws heavily
upon the plant food of the surface soil. This does not permit the
inference, however, that it will succeed on shallow, barren soils.
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The tree is very tenacious of life and will live under such conditions,
but the growth is slow and the yield of fruit limited. Soil of good
fertility and physical character is required to produce high yields of
fine-qualify fruit. The trees do particularly well on calcareous soils.
If hardpan is present it must be broken by dynamite or a subsoil
plow to allow the roots to penetrate the better soil below.

OLIVE DISTRICTS
The natural requirements of the olive indicate that a large portion

of southern Arizona is well suited to this tree. The sections of the
State that stand out most prominently in this particular are the Salt
River Valley; the Gila Valley, from Florence southwestward to Yuma;
and the Colorado Valley, from Parker southward to Mexico. This
includes not only the river valleys proper but extensive areas of
adjacent mesa land, wherever water is available for irrigation. In
addition to these districts, there are smaller ones in the southern part
of the State where the olive will succeed.

PROPAGATION
Arizona has very wisely quarantined against olive stock from all

outside sources in order to prevent the introduction of serious insects
and diseases. This makes the propagation of the olive a subject of
extreme interest and suggests a study of the leading methods of prop-
agation.

HARDWOOD CUTTINGS

Large, mature branches one to two inches in diameter are used
for making hardwood cuttings, and the work is done during January
and February while the trees are dormant The cuttings are made
twelve to fifteen inches in length, tied in bundles of fifty or one hun-
dred each, and buried horizontally to a depth of six to ten inches in
moist sand, preferably on the north side of a building, where they
are allowed to remain until spring (See Pig. S). They are then
planted in nursery rows three and one-half feet apart and fifteen
inches distant in the rows. The soil should be packed well at the
base of the cuttings and only the tips left exposed. As an extra pre-
caution the tips may be coated with a film of melted grafting wax or
covered lightly with loose soil. Under favorable conditions the cut-
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stock. A greater percentage of grafts will set if the scions are pre-
pared as indicated in Fig. 8, B (the Biederman method) in which a
portion of the outer bark on the back is removed. In thus exposing a
larger surface of the green chlorophyll layer a better union is
secured. The grafts are bound firmly in place with strong cotton
twine and all exposed surfaces, including the top of stock and the
tips of scions, are covered with melted grafting wax to prevent
evaporation (See Fig. 9, B). Scions are made from mature, two to
three-year-old wood about one-fourth to three-eighths inch in diame-
ter. The wood should be cut late in winter and kept in a dormant
condition until used. This may be done by tying it into bundles which
are buried in cool, slightly moist sand on the north side of a building,
or placed in cold storage at a temperature of about 45 degrees F.

Experience has shown that ordinary grafting wax will melt and
run in southern Arizona during hot days. In a series of tests to find
a wax that would resist the heat of summer without melting or be-
coming brittle, paraffin having a melting point of 65 degrees C was
found most satisfactory. This grade of paraffin is not common on
the market, and parowax is suggested as a substitute. It is necessary
to boil down the parowax until it will remain firm at a temperature
of 115 degrees F.

PLANTING
Good results have been obtained by this Station from plantings

made in the winter and spring. However, better growth was obtained
by planting from the middle of February to the latter part of March,
just preceding the growing season. The temperature of the soil and
air is moderate at this season and well suited to the growth of newly
planted olive trees.

DISTANCE APART FOR PLANTING

The fact that the olive is long-lived, makes the distance apart for
planting a question of great importance. For the best development
of the tree and the finest quality fruit, there must be space enough
between the rows so that the branches will not touch, thus permitting
sunlight to reach the tree from all sides. A distance of thirty-five to
forty feet apart is good spacing for commercial planting. Figure 10
illustrates an orchard with the trees well spaced. The distance may
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be varied slightly in different soils, because the lighter soils do not
produce as strong growth as the heavier soils. Differences in the,.,
growth of varieties influence the distance of planting; for example,
the Manzanillo variety is much less vigorous than the Mission, and
consequently may be planted closer together.

PLANTING THE TREE

A wide, deep hole is necessary to insure sufficient loose soil for
strong, rapid root development. If hardpan exists it should be blasted.
The trees should be set two to three inches deeper than they grew in

Fig. 10. Eight-year-old olive orchard, showing good spacing.

the nursery. After the soil is thoroughly settled, the tree will be at
the proper level. When the tree is set the roots are spread out hori-
zontally, with the tips pointing slightly downward, and soil is packed
around them by hand. Irrigation should follow immediately, which
will settle the soil about the roots in a way that is impossible to ac-
complish by packing. If not convenient to irrigate soon after plant-
ing, one or two bucketfuls of water should be poured around the roots
of each tree during planting. The orchard should be cultivated in
order to form a loose soil mulch around the trees, as soon after plant-
ing as the condition of the ground will permit.
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CULTURE
Because the olive can endure a great deal of neglect, one must not

infer that it will thrive and bear successful crops under improper or
careless methods of culture. A study of the olive orchards of the State
shows conclusively that the growth and yield of the trees and the
quality of the fruit are directly proportional to the character of the
cultural conditions.

TIIXAGE
Tillage is important in maintaining the proper physical condition

of the soil, preserving moisture, and rendering plant food available.
At least once each year, preferably during winter when the trees are
less active, the orchard should be thoroughly plowed. If the soil
remains long unbroken, masses of feeding roots accumulate near the
surface, which will be injured when the plowing is done, thus dis-
turbing the growth of the trees more than if the work is done regularly.
The depth of plowing should be varied from year to year to avoid
the formation of a hard, impervious plow sole.

The orchard should be kept cleanly cultivated when the land is
not occupied by a cover crop. The principal direct benefits of culti-
vation are conservation of soil moisture, eradication of weeds, and
aeration of the soil. The soil should be stirred to a depth of four or
five inches every two or three weeks during summer.

COVER CROPPING
Cover crops which supply plant food and humus have an important

place in the olive orchard. Although some of our valley soils are quite
fertile, the yields of most olive orchards could be increased and the
quality of the fruit improved by growing cover crops between the rows.
The method followed and the kinds of crops used depend a great deal
on the condition of the orchard. In some cases the growing of
winter legumes, such as common or hairy vetch, alfalfa, or sour clover
is satisfactory; in others, summer cover crops, such as cowpeas, tepary
or soy beans are best; and in still others (if water is expensive) the
use of winter and summer cover crops is the best practice.

Alfalfa is sometimes grown for hay in the olive orchard. This
may be done while the trees are young, if the soil is fertile and a
cleanly cultivated strip is maintained along the tree rows; but the
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practice is not desirable in bearing orchards, as the trees need all the
available plant food. Generally, alfalfa should not be grown in the
orchard for more than two or three years or until the roots have pene-
trated to a sufficient depth in the subsoil to make possible better
aeration for the trees,

FERTILIZING

Olive orchards must be well supplied with plant food, otherwise
they will not produce maximum crops of large fruit. According to
analyses made by the Experiment Station chemists, most Arizona soils
contain an abundance of the essential elements of plant food, except
nitrogen, which can be supplied through the use of leguminous cover
crops and stable manure. Usually, if cover crops are grown and the
orchard is cultivated, first-class olives can be produced without using
artificial fertilizers.

IRRIGATION

The olive will remain alive with a very meagre supply of water,
but it will not bear fruit. Measured by the standard of common
fruits it requires approximately the same amount of water as the
deciduous fruits, and about one-half as much as the citrus fruits.
Unless careful attention is paid to the amount and time of irrigation,
the orchard will not respond with regular crops of first-class fruit
There are three special periods when bearing orchards should be irri-
gated, based on the yearly life cycle of the tree. The first irrigation
should be in early spring before the trees come into blossom. The
application of water during blossoming often causes the flowers and
young fruit to drop. The second irrigation should be in the middle
of summer, while the fruit is in the growing stage, and the third one
in September, as the fruit is nearing maturity. The last irrigation
materially increases the size of the fruits and is an important matter
where the crop is grown for pickles. In the absence of winter rains
one or more irrigations are necessary during this season.

PRUNING
Unless young trees are properly trained, they will not form strong,

well-placed branches; nor will bearing trees produce regular crops of
large, good-quality fruit if not carefully pruned.
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The main objects for pruning olive trees are as follows:
(a) To develop a strong, well-shaped tree;
(b) To encourage regular growth of strong, productive wood;
(c) To eliminate weak, non-productive wood; and,
(d) To secure regular crops of large, uniform fruit.

PRUNING THE YOUNG TREE

The first three or four years an olive tree must be pruned so as
to develop a perfect framework of limbs. Numerous sprouts usually
appear on the tree the first summer; when they are eight to ten inches
long they should be thinned to six or seven in number, distributed along
the trunk twelve to fifteen inches from the top (See Fig. 12). This
is a larger number than necessary for permanency, but if too little
growth is left, the tree will be slow in becoming established. On the
other hand, if all the sprouts are allowed to remain until the end of
summer, none will have developed into strong branches.

Winter pruning consists in reducing the branches to three or four
in number, three being preferable if properly distributed. The re-
maining branches will form a part of the permanent framework of
the tree, and should be well selected. They should be located so as
to form a well-balanced top, and spaced not closer than four to six
inches (See Fig. 13). If the branches have made proper growth,
they should be cut back fifteen to eighteen inches from the trunk.

During the following summer the trees should be gone over at
least two or three times. Frequently vertical shoots form on the
body of the tree or on the scaffold limbs, near the base. These should
be removed early because their further development would be at the
expense of useful branches.

The second winter after transplanting, the shoots on the scaffold
branches should be thinned to allow two laterals on each limb as a
continuation of the main framework of the tree. Whether or not
these leaders are shortened at this time depends on their size. If stocky
and of an ascending habit, they should not be cut back; but if long
and slender, tending to droop or assume a vertical position, they should
be shortened.

The next summer the trees should be gone over two or three times
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(d) Second Winter: Thin side shoots on main branches, al-
lowing two strong laterals on each as a
continuation of the framework.

(e) Third Summer: Keep off water-sprouts; remove or pinch
back branches where necessary.

(f) Third Winter: Thin out top and shorten the over-vigorous
leaders.

PRUNING BEARING

Bearing olive trees must be pruned carefully and regularly if
annual crops are to be secured and fruit of the proper size and quality
for the best grade of ripe olives produced. It is difficult to prescribe
definite methods of pruning trees of this age on account of the indi-
vidual differences in growth. Certain principles, however, are gen-
erally applicable. In most cases the trees send out strong vertical
branches, which if allowed to remain will bear very little fruit except
at the top. Ordinarily these branches are removed, but if the tree is
much exposed they may be cut back to side branches. The shortening
of top branches should be clone with caution, as there is danger of the
tree-tops becoming too crowded. Sunlight and air are required for
the proper development of wood and fruit; consequently, the top of
the tree must be kept open. This does not mean that large openings
should be made at any point, but that the treatment should permit
the even distribution of dispersed sunlight throughout the tree. Fail-
ure in this will lessen the size and quality of the crop and cause the
fruit to be borne largely on the outer and upper parts of the tree,
whereas it should form on the inside as well.

A careful watch should be maintained for weak, diseased, and
injured parts, which must be removed in order that the space may be
occupied by vigorous, useful wood. Not infrequently such treatment,
together with thinning out crowded parts of the top, will be all the
pruning required.

It is not good practice to shear back the branches of olive trees
to mere stubs. This causes a thick, abnormal growth of side shoots,
excludes sunlight and weakens useful parts of the tree. In shorten-
ing a branch, the cut should be made just above a side shoot.
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TIME TO PRUNE

Olives should be pruned at least three times during the year, once
late in winter just preceding active growth and twice during the sum-
mer. Under no circumstances should a young orchard go through the
summer without being pruned, as the trees will assume improper
shapes; and later efforts to correct them will retard development and
fruit bearing. It is also important that older orchards be pruned dur-
ing the summer, sometimes to the extent of removing fruiting branches.
When trees are heavily loaded it is better to thin out the weaker fruit-
laden branches than to have small, inferior fruit or run the risk of
the trees expending so much energy in developing the crop that they
will not bear the following year.

INTERPLANTING

The spaces between olive rows should be utilized in the growing
of other crops. It is possible to secure paying inter-crops without
injury to the trees until they are eight or ten years old, at which time
the orchard itself should yield profitable returns. Truck crops, early
bearing fruits such as the grape and peach, or field crops may be used
for this purpose. Although the growing of other crops in an olive
orchard is highly desirable, the trees must not be neglected for the
sake of the secondary crop. It is easily possible for an inter-crop to
rob the trees of moisture and plant food; however, the orchard can
be handled so that good returns may be secured from the inter-crop
without injuring the trees. Whatever crop is used, a cleanly cultivated
strip should be maintained along the tree rows, its width depending
upon the size of the trees.

The grape has proved a most satisfactory fruit for interplanting
with olives, because it comes into bearing early and the vines do not
hinder the full spread of the trees. Mr. B. F- Carper of the Salt
River Valley has used this combination very satisfactorily, having
secured from his five-year-old orchard a yield of one and one-third
tons of olives and one ton of grapes per acre. The peach and the
apricot have also been used very successfully as fillers where the
trees were pruned to prevent crowding the olives.
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by the "feel" of the fruit, which is slightly soft to the touch when fully
mature. It is a common practice to test the ripeness by pressing out
the juice of the fruit and allowing it to stand for some minutes. If
minute globules of oil rise to the surface, the fruit is ready to be
gathered either for ripe pickles or oil.

The most important point to be observed in gathering olives for
pickling is to prevent their being bruised. If the fruit is even slightly
bruised its quality is seriously impaired, and the way is open for bac-
terial growth and decay.

The best receptacles to use in picking olives are canvas bags, such
as are used for gathering oranges. When buckets are used, they should
be lined with cloth or burlap. The lug boxes used in carrying the fruit
from the orchard should not be filled more than one-half to two-thirds
full. If the fruit is to be kept for some time before processing, it
should be placed in a brine made by dissolving one pound of common
salt in five gallons of water. Handled in this way, olives may be
shipped great distances by truck or rail, as they will keep perfectly
for several weeks.

It is not necessary to exercise the same care in harvesting olives
for oil as for pickles. The olives may be pulled off the trees and
allowed to drop onto canvas. A wooden comb with teeth wide apart
is sometimes used for stripping the fruit from the trees. It is practi-
cable to ship oil olives in sacks, but if the distance is great the fruit
should be dried somewhat before shipment.

GRADING

Olives used for pickles must be carefully graded according to
size. This is necessary because uniformity in size adds to the attrac-
tiveness of the fruit, making it more salable than if the sizes are
mixed, and lessens the difficulties of processing. It is practically im-
possible to process all grades of olives together and obtain a uniform
product. Several types of machinery are used for grading olives, all
based on the variation in the shortest diameter of the fruit and having
a sixteenth of an inch as the unit of measurement. At least four
grades should be made, designated as follows:
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Extra Fancy: All fruit failing to pass through a 15/16-inch mesh;
Fancy: All fruit passing through a 15/16-inch mesh but

failing to oass a 13/16-inch mesh;
Large: All fruit passing through a 13/16-inch mesh but

failing to pass an 11/16-inch mesh.
Small: All fruit passing through an 11/16-inch mesh, but

failing to pass a 9/16-inch mesh.

AGE OF BEARING AND YIELD
A small crop may be expected the fourth year from planting; and a

yield of approximately one to one and one-half tons per acre the fifth
year. After that the yields should increase from year to year until
the trees are in full bearing, when the average production per acre
should be not less than five to six tons. A yield of four and one-half
tons per acre was secured some years ago at the Station Farm west
of Phoenix; this was from ten-year-old trees of the Columella variety
set forty feet apart. The percentage of oil in the fruit as well as the
yield increases as the trees become older.

VARIETIES
Varieties of olives differ in size, color, quality, and other charac-

teristics. A large number of varieties are suitable for oil, a less number
for green pickles, and still fewer for ripe pickles. A good ripe-pickle
variety must be well colored, firm, and of good size.

A number of varieties have been tested by the Arizona Agricultural
Experiment Station. Some of these have meritorious qualities, but
none equals the Mission. Therefore, until a variety of large size
possessing the high qualities of the Mission is found, this old standard
sort must remain the leading commercial variety for ripe pickles. In
the meantime, the olive grower should use the best cultural practices
with the Mission variety, even resorting to thinning, in order to produce
fruit of large size.

Following is a list of the varieties growing on the University
Campus- Ne/adillo, Regalis, Atro Violacea, Mission, Pcndulina
Uvaria, Oblonga, Precox, Morinello, Rubra, Cayon, Manzanillo,
Frautoia, Razza, Grossia, Correggiola, and Columella. The trees were
planted April 1, 1895, making them about twenty-six years old. The
first winter after planting they were killed back to the ground but
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came out again the following year. The trees have succeeded re-
markably well considering the rather unfavorable soil conditions, and
have seldom failed to set good crops. Typical fruits of these varieties
are illustrated in Plates I, II, III, IV, and V.

A detailed description of the varieties tested by the Arizona Ex-
periment Station at Tucson is given below. The measurement of the
fruit was obtained by securing the average of a large number of
typical specimens.

MISSION

Fruit of medium size, 12 x 16-sixteenths of an inch, broadly oval,
tending slightly to conical, oblique, borne singly or in clusters, and of
excellent quality; flesh very firm and withstanding comparatively
rough handling; season of ripening from the latter part of October
to December, the fruit not dropping readily. Tree large, very vigor-
ous, hardy, blossoming from April 10 to 25, partly self-sterile. Self-
sterility is overcome by interplanting with other varieties, particularly
the Manzanillo which is often used for this purpose in Arizona. The
Mission is the leading variety for ripe pickles and oil.

RAZZA

Fruit of large size, 14 x 20-sixteenths inches, ovate, tending to
oblong, of inferior quality and dropping badly after maturity; season
of ripening from early October to the middle of November. Tree
hardy, large, vigorous, blossoming ffom April 5 to 20, self-sterile. This
variety does not make satisfactory ripe pickled olives, but may be used
for green pickled ones.

MANZANIIXO

Fruit above medium size, slightly larger than that of the Mission,
14 x 18-sixteenths inches, from almost round to slightly oval, ripening
and coloring uniformly, and with very good flavor; flesh less firm than
in the instance of Mission olives, and hence the fruit requires more
careful handling; season of ripening from the middle of October
to the middle of November. The fruit drops badly if the picking is
long delayed after maturity. Tree of medium size, lesb vigorous and
less hardy than the Mission; heavy annual bearer, and blossoming
about the same time as the Mission, April 10 to 25; self-fertile. This
is an excellent olive for ripe or green pickles, ranking next to the
Mission, and is the kind so extensively used for pimento olives.
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R3GALIS

Fruit of medium size, 12 x 16-sixteenths of an inch, broadly ovate;
ripening unevenly, the quality being rather inferior; season middle of
November to the middle of December. Tree of medium size, tender
to frost, blossoming from April 20 to May 10 Makes fairly satis-
factory ripe olive pickles but is said to be of little value for oil.

Fruit of small to medium size, 12 x 15-sixteenths of an inch, round-
ish-ovate, tapermg to a roundish point at the apex, with very rich
flavor and little bitterness; season of ripening very late, from Decem-
ber to January, the fruit hanging on the tree until spring. Tree vig-
orous, hardy, prolific, blossoming fiom April 5 to 25. The season of
this olive is too late to warrant commercial plantings in Arizona.

Fruit of small to medium size, 11 x 15-sixteenths of an inch,
elongated-ovate, slightly pointed and somewhat resembling the Mission
olive; usually borne in clusters of three to five; season of ripening
from the middle of October to December. Tree large, vigorous, a
regular bearer, rather tender to frost, blossoming from April 10 to 25.
This variety does not make high quality pickled olives, but is said
to be very satisfactory for oil

CAYON

Fruit of small to medium size, 12 x 14-sixteenths of an inch, ovate,
rounded at both ends; season of ripening from the middle of Novem-
ber to the middle of December. Tree of medium size, with thick
growth of top, blossoming from April 10 to 25, self-fertile. This
variety has proved a shy bearer in Arizona.

RUBRA

Fruit of small size, 10 x 14-sixteenths of an inch, similar in shape
to that of the Mission; flesh very soft when the fruit is ripe; season
of ripening from November 1 to the middle of December. Tree of
medium size, hardy, slow growing, and only fairly productive, blossom-
ing from April 10 to 25. This variety cannot be recommended as a
ripe pickle olive.

CORREGGIOLA

Fruit of small size, 10 x 16-sixteenths of an inch, oblong, tapering
slightly towards the stem end, ripening unevenly from December to
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May, and hanging on the tree without shriveling. Tree very vigorous,
hardy, prolific, tending to overbear in alternate years. The uneven-
ness of ripening and the exceedingly bitter quality of the fruit make
it undeSrable as a pickle olive. This variety is considered well suited
for oil.

PENDUUNA
Fruit of medium size, 11 x 15-sixteenths of an inch, variable and

often remaining small and undeveloped, oval, rounded at both ends,
and borne in clusters of two to five; season of ripening from the
middle of October to the middle of November. Tree vigorous, hardy,
prolific, blossoming from April 5 to 25, self-fertile. This fruit makes
fairly satisfactory ripe pickled olives but is considered better suited
for oil.

FRAUTOIA
Fruit of medium to large size, 12 x 17-sixteenths inches, distinctly

ovate, regular, very slightly pointed at the apex; season of ripening
late, from the middle of November to the middle of December. Tree
large, vigorous, fairly prolific, slightly tender to frost, blossoming
from April 5 to 20.

r UVARIA
Fruit of medium to large size, 12 x 17-sixteenths inches, ovate,

regularly rounded at both ends, and borne in clusters of three to
seven; season November, the fruit ripening uniformly; flesh quite
soft, and the pit large. Tree medium size, heavy bearer, rather tender
to frost, blossoming from April IS to May 1, self-fertile. Desirable
for green pickled olives but too soft for satisfactory ripe pickled ones.

ATRO VI0I,AC£A

Fruit of small to medium size, 9 x 16-sixteenths of an inch, oblong,
slightly oblique and pointed at the apex, with the flesh soft and slightly
colored; season of ripening from the middle of October to December.
Tree vigorous (more so than the Mission), hardy, and a somewhat
irregular bearer, blossoming from April 10 to May 1, self-sterile. The
fruit is too soft for satisfactory ripe pickled olives, and is valuable
chiefly for oil. M 0 R i N E L L O

Fruit of small to medium size, 12 x 14-sixteenths of an inch, quite
regularly roundish-ovate; flesh rather heavy; season of ripening very
late, from November to April, the fruit ripening unevenly. Tree vig-
orous (about the same as the Mission), slightly tender to frost; a
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heavy bearer in alternate years and blossoming from April 5 to 20.
On account of its unevenness in ripening this variety is not suitable for
either ripe or green pickled olives.

PRECGX

Fruit of small to medium size, 10 x 15-sixteenths of an inch, ovate,
tapering toward the stem end, ripening unevenly; pit very large; sea-
son of ripening from October 15 to December 1. Tree of medium size,
slow growing, hardy, a shy bearer, and blossoming from April 10 to
30. This variety has not proved satisfactory in Arizona.

GROSSIA

Fruit of medium size, 11 x 15-sixteenths-of an inch, ovate, rounded
at both ends, ripening unevenly; pit large; season of ripening from
November 10 to December 20. Tree vigorous, hardy, prolific, blossom-
ing from April 10 to 25. Not satisfactory for ripe or green pickled
olives; distinctly an oil olive.

OBLONGA

Fruit of medium size, 10 x 18-sixteenths inches, oblong, larger at
the apex and narrow at the stem end, strongly oblique, ripening un-
evenly; season of ripening from the middle of October to the middle
of November. Tree upright, large, fairly heavy bearer, blossoming
late, from April 15 to May 5, self-fertile. The fruit makes very sat-
isfactory ripe or green pickled olives and is said to be very desirable
for oil.

PICKLING RIPE OLIVES
The main objects to be obtained in pickling olives are the removal

of the bitterness, the preservation of flavor, and the retention of firm-
ness. The bitter property of olives varies according to the variety,
stage of maturity, and character of the orchard soil. Consequently,
not any one method of procedure is applicable to all kinds of olives.
Successful processing is very largely a matter of experience, careful
observation, and good judgment, backed by proper cultural practices.
An orchard must be so handled as to produce fruit of good size, color,
and quality if a first-class product is to be secured. Although no set
rule can be laid down for making ripe pickted olives, certain principles
pertaining to the different methods employed are generally applicable.
They are given with the understanding that they must be modified
according to the condition of the fruit.
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PROCESS

The olives are placed in the processing vat and covered with a lye
solution, varying in strength from one to four ounces to the gallon of
water, according to the condition of the fruit. Two ounces of lye
to the gallon of water is most acceptable when the olives are in prime
condition for pickling. The olives are allowed to remain in the solution,
with frequent stirring, until the lye has penetrated almost to the pit,
which usually takes from eight to forty-eight hours, depending on
the condition of the fruit and the strength of the lye solution. Recent
tests in processing the Mission variety gave fifteen hours for two-
ounce, ten hours for three-ounce, and eight hours for four-ounce lye
solutions. The point of penetration is marked by a slight discolora-
tion of the flesh. The fruit should be examined frequently to prevent
too long or too short treatment. If the first treatment does not remove
all the bitterness, the operation should be repeated.

The lye is removed by rinsing and soaking the olives in fresh, pure
water, which is changed twice daily. The washing is continued until
no trace of lye is present, this being determined by the taste or by the
use of red litmus paper. Sometimes the olives have a tendency to
soften, in which case it is necessary to soak the fruit in brine (four
ounces of salt to the gallon of water) before washing, until it has re-
gained its firmness. In extreme cases of softness, salt may be used with
the lye solution.

Immediately after soaking in the lye solution, the olives are given
a series of brine treatments. The strength of the brine is gradually
increased to prevent shriveling and wrinkling, and each treatment is
continued until the solution has penetrated to the pits. The first brine
is made of four ounces of salt to the gallon of water and allowed to
stand on the olives two to four days. It is then replaced by a brine
containing six ounces of salt to the gallon of water, which is left six
to eight days. This solution is in turn drawn off and the olives are
allowed to stand ten days to two weeks in a ten-ounce brine. Finally,
a fourteen-ounce brine is used in which the olives remain until canned.

The brine commonly used in canning is made of four ounces of
salt to the gallon of water. Where the olives are insufficiently colored,
the brine may be drawn off and the fruit exposed to the air until prop-
erly darkened, which often requires only a few hours.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE 'LYE PROCESS

1. Use a good grade of lye of known strength.
2. Use pure water for soaking the olives and for making the lye

and brine solutions.
3. Avoid the use of metal containers and prevent the olives from

coming in contact with anything that would impair their flavor, which
means that all vessels used in handling the fruit must be kept absolutely
clean.

4. Processing vats should be provided with the following: (a)
removable false bottoms and spigots to permit thorough drainage of
the fruit after each treatment; (b) close-fitting, floating covers to
exclude air, which spots the fruit; and (c) tight-fitting super-covers
to keep out dust and light.

5. Olives in the processing vats should not be more than two feet
deep.

6. The different treatments vary in length according to the variety,
maturity of the fruit, and locality, and must be determined by ex-
perimentation.

PURE-WATER PROCESS
The pure-water process consists simply in soaking the fruit in water

until the bitterness is extracted. The essentials in the use of this
method are chiefly changing the water frequently (twice daily), using
pure water, and keeping the soaking vats clean. The process requires
from thirty-five to sixty days, depending on the condition of the
fruit, and for this reason is not adaptable to commercial usage.

GREEN PICKLES
The essentials for making ordinary ^reen pickled olives are the same

as those for making ripe pickled olives, including the lye and brine
treatments. The fruit is picked shortly after attaining full size, and
before it begins to color. In order to obtain a product similar in flavor
and appearance to the imported green olive, it is necessary to carry
the fruit through a fermentation process lasting several months. Briefly,
the process consists in placing the olives (after the bitterness has been
removed) in barrels with loosely fitting bungs, and keeping them cov-
ered with a ten-ounce brine until fermentation ceases, when they are
ready for the trade.
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THE FUTURE OUTLOOK
The ideal climatic and soil conditions for olive culture found in

this State strongly indicate that Arizona will become one of the great
olive-producing centers of the world. This assertion is further sup-
ported by the fact that this State does not have the serious insects and
diseases that hinder certain phases of olive production in other coun-
tries In the olive-growing districts of the Old World it is not possible
to make satisfactory ripe pickles on account of the destructive olive
fly; and in California, particularly within lange of ocean influences,
the black scale is a senons menace to olive orchards With our present
system of quarantine it is unlikely that these pests will become estab-
lished here.

The rather lengthy harvest period of the olive and the delightful
weather that prevails in southern Arizona at this season, together with
the fact that the fruit is not difficult to gather, makes it possible foi
the grower (if he desires) to do much of the work of picking, also,
the crop is often sold on the trees This materially reduces the cash
outlay incident to handling an olive orchard and arlds to the attrac-
tiveness of olive growing as a business

Arizona olives are unexcelled in quality, size, and attractiveness
Moreover, the American people are beginning to appreciate the fool
value of and to acquire a taste for pickled ripe olives, as is evidenced
by the; demand for them on the local and eastern markets Apparently
the greatest possibilities m this industry he m the production of ripe
olives with oil as a major by-product Our growers have an excellent
opportunity to build up a large, substantial industry in the field of olive
culture. A forward step in this direction would consist in the forma-
tion of efficient co-operative growers' organizations which would insure
the output of a first-class, thoroughly standardized product. Conser-
vative advertising and the employment of an experienced sales manager
would complete the general machinery for the profitable handling of a
much increased acreage.


